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cTheory, experimental aspects, and use in structure calculation
of cross-correlated relaxation rates measured on zero- and double-
quantum coherences in liquid state NMR are presented. The rel-
ative size of the interaction depends on the projection angle be-
tween the two tensorial interactions. The tensorial interaction can
be either a dipolar interaction or a chemical shift anisotropy
relaxation mechanism (CSA). Effects of additional sources of
relaxation on the cross-correlated relaxation rates are analyzed.
Also, an easy-to-use formalism is given to manipulate different
cross-correlated relaxation interactions. The application addresses
measurement of the backbone angle c in a protein by measuring
dipole(15N–1H)–dipole(13Ca–1Ha) and CSA(15N)–dipole(13Ca–
1Ha) cross-correlated relaxation rates. It is shown that ambiguities
due to the 3 cos2u-1 dependence of one cross-correlated relaxation
rate can be overcome by measuring additional cross-correlated
relaxation rates. The use of cross-correlated relaxation rates is
demonstrated in structure calculations. © 2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Recently, we introduced a new structural parameter into
high-resolution NMR that uses cross-correlated relaxation of
double- and zero-quantum coherences to extract structural in-
formation (1). The parameter allows the measurement of pro-
jections of tensorial interactions onto each other. As opposed to
NMR of liquids, such projections of tensors have been deter-
mined and interpreted in structural terms in solid-state local
field separated (2), spin diffusion (3), or multiple-quantum
NMR spectroscopy (4). For the last approach, the orientation of
the two tensors with respect to each other can be derived from
the sideband pattern of the multiple quantum coherences. In
NMR of liquids, however, magnetic interactions between two
tensors of rank 2 which belong to different heteronuclei can
only be measured via double- and zero-quantum coherences
and detected through relaxation. The main source of relaxation
1 Present address: Institut fu¨r Organische Chemie und Biochemie, Tu
u¨nchen, Lichtenbegstr4 D-85747 Garching, Germany.
2 Present address: The Scripps Research Institute, 10550 North Torrey Pines
Road, La Jolla, CA 92037.
3 Also: Max Planck Institute fu¨r Biophysikalische Chemie, Am Faßberg11,
37077 Go¨ttingen, Germany.45is the dipolar interaction between directly bound nuclei. In two
pairs of nuclei (A1–A2 and B1–B2), projection angle dependent
ross-correlated relaxation rates due to two dipolar couplings
A1 A2 ,B1 B2
c of double- and zero-quantum coherences between
nuclei A1 and B1 can be measured provided the following
requirements are fulfilled:
(a) The desired double- and zero-quantum coherence be-
tween nuclei A1 and B1 can be excited.
(b) There are couplings such that antiphase coherences be-
ween A1 and A2 as well as between B1 and B2 can be
refocused.
(c) The main relaxation source for single-quantum coher-
ence of A1 (SQC) is the dipolar coupling to A2 and the main
elaxation source of SQC of B1 is the dipolar coupling to B2.
The dipole tensor between two spins A1 and A2 (B1 and B2)
is axially symmetric with the axis of symmetry collinear to the
bond defined as the internuclear vector A1A2. The structural
implication of the angular dependence of the interaction of two
dipole tensors A1A2 and B1B2 is therefore straightforward. It
directly defines the interbond angle. For cross-correlated relax-
ation rates involving chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), the CSA
tensor needs to be determined in the molecular frame either
experimentally or by quantum chemical calculations. The latter
requirement is not always fulfilled and makes the measurement
of dipolar cross-correlated relaxation rates easier to interpret
from a structure point of view.
To further illustrate the principle of the cross-correlated
relaxation, we assume that we have two pairs of vectors A1–A2
and B1–B2 spanning an angle u. We now describe the effects of
cross-correlated relaxation on the lineshape and line intensities
of double-quantum (DQ) or zero-quantum (ZQ) coherence
with active nuclei A1 and B1 (Fig. 1).
These DQ and ZQ coherences evolve chemical shift VA1 1
VB1 and VA1 2 VB1, respectively. A doublet of doublet of lines
s generated with splittings due to scalar coupling of J(A1, A2)
and J(B1, B2) if A2 and B2 are not decoupled during this
indirect evolution period. We further assume that the sign of
the gyromagnetic ratios of A1 and A2 and the signs of the two
oupling constants are positive. In the absence of cross-corre-1090-7807/00 $35.00
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press






















46 REIF ET AL.lated relaxation, all four multiplet components would have the
same linewidth and intensities (Fig. 1b). a and b denote the
olarization of A1 and A2, respectively. Including the effects of
cross-correlated relaxation, the relative intensities of the lines
are different depending on the relative orientation of the two
vectors. If the two vectors A1–A2 and B1–B2 are oriented
parallel to each other, the outer two lines are broader than the
inner lines (Fig. 1c). The opposite is true for orthogonal ori-
entation of the two vectors (Fig. 1d). Equal intensity for all four
lines is also obtained if the two vectors span the magic angle
u 5 tan21(=2) ’ 54.7° (Fig. 1b).
Cross-correlated relaxation has already been used in the past
in high-resolution NMR as well. Dalvit and Bodenhausen (5)
introduced in 1988 a triple-quantum-filtered NOESY for sin-
gle-quantum coherences only where a system of three nuclei,
Ha, Hbpro-R, and Hbpro-S, in a protein is investigated to yield
tructural information about the side chain conformation. The
omplementary experiment applicable for biomacromolecules
s the triple-quantum-filtered ROESY, published by Bru¨s-
hweiler et al. (6) in 1989. The drawback of the two experi-
ents is their inherently low sensitivity which is due to the
arge distances of the spins involved. Furthermore, the exper-
ments can only be carried out if the involved nuclei are scalar
FIG. 1. (a) Cross-correlated relaxation of double- and zero-quantum co-
erences: The requirement imposed on the spin system is that there are two
airs A1–A2 and B1–B2. The couplings J(A1, A2) and J(B1, B2) must be
esolved. In addition, the dipolar relaxation A1–A2 and B1–B2 should be the
main source of T 2 relaxation of A1 and B1, respectively. (b–d) Schematic
ultiplet pattern observed for intervectorial angles of u 5 54.6°, 180°, and 90°.
The cross correlation of relaxation leads to different linewidths for the multi-
plet components.oupled. Quantitative interpretation of the spectra with respect
o the size of the involved angle u kl,km is very difficult since the
multiplets are affected by scalar couplings and relaxation,
which are difficult to disentangle.
Vold et al. (7) have shown on dilute solutions of trisubsti-
tuted benzenes such as 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene that cross-cor-
relation rates can also be used to determine the motional
anisotropy of a molecule. Since the rate R 1 for each individual
line is a function of the corresponding spectral density for the
transition between the respective spin states (8), D xx, D yy, and
zz can be estimated after calculation of the transition proba-
bilities for a AB2 spin system—assuming a nonspherical reori-
entational process.
Another experiment that has been recorded to characterize
hindered or unhindered rotation of side chains in a protein (x1)
was introduced by Ernst and Ernst (9) in 1994. Sign changes in
the cross-correlation rate are interpreted as a function of the
motional model of the side chain. However, all these ap-
proaches did not provide structural information in a simple
way.
In the following, a mathematical description of the effect of
dipole–dipole and dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation in
solution NMR will be given.
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
Cross-Correlated Relaxation of Zero- and Double-Quantum
Coherences
In the following, we consider two spin pairs, a N–HN vector
and a Ca–Ha vector in a protein, for which we excite double-
nd zero-quantum coherences between N and Ca. The equation
of motion for the different components of double-quantum and
zero-quantum coherences sˆm,m9DQ/ZQ under the influence of the
calar coupled, directly bound, protons has the general form
~sˆ m,m9
DQ/ZQ! x 5 @2Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ 2 iV DQ/ZQ#~sˆ m,m9DQ/ZQ!. [1]
he terms sˆm,m9DQ/ZQ summarize the double- and zero-quantum
oherences C1N1HCmHNm9, C2N2HCmHNm9, C1N2HCmHNm9, and
2N1HCmHNm9. HCmHNm9 (m, m9 5 a, b) stands for the spin polar-
ization operators of the nitrogen- and carbon-bound protons,
respectively. The isotropic chemical shift VDQ/ZQ (the index DQ
refers to coherences C1N1, ZQ to coherences C1N2; for the
hermitian conjugate coherences C2N2 and C2N1, all signs in
q. [2] are inverted) for the four resonance lines with (m, m9) 5





















47MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSIn the relaxation matrix Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ, the term Gm,m9DQ/ZQ denotes the
ifferent cross-relaxation rates due to the heteronuclear dipolar
nteraction, including the dipole–dipole cross-relaxation rate
NH,CH
c
, the CSA–dipole cross-relaxation rates GC,NHc , GN,NHc ,
GC,CH
c
, and GN,CHc , and the secular part of the relaxation of
double-quantum and zero-quantum transitions due to NOE
between the protons HN and HC, W 2 and W 0. The nonsecular
art of the latter mechanism is reflected in the off-diagonal
lements W 2 and W 0. Ga contains the contributions due to
autocorrelated relaxation and external relaxation of C,
N-DQ/ZQ coherences. G T1(HN) and G T1(HC) denote the con-
ributions due to T 1 relaxation of the proton directly attached to
he carbon and nitrogen, respectively. The influence of non-
ecular contributions in the relaxation matrix Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ on the
angle-dependent dipole–dipole cross-relaxation rate is dis-
cussed in detail later in this article. Secular contributions in
Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ are discussed in the following.
Dipole–Dipole Cross-Correlated Relaxation
In the following, we focus on the relaxation due to the
heteronuclear dipolar couplings. The relaxation superoperator
in Eq. [A.6] which acts on double- and zero-quantum coher-
ences contains contributions from autocorrelated relaxation
(V 5 W 5 dipole NH or dipole CH),
@Gˆˆ NH,NH
a 1 Gˆˆ CH,CH
a #~sˆ m,m9
DQ/ZQ!
5 b NH2 O
q522
2
@Aˆ NH~2q!, @Aˆ NH~q! , sˆ m,m9DQ/ZQ## j NH,NHq ~vq!
1 b CH2 O
q522
2
@Aˆ CH~2q!, @Aˆ CH~q! , sˆ m,m9DQ/ZQ## j CH,CHq ~vq!, [4]





VC and VN are the carbon and nitrogen chemical shifts and 1J
lines due to the scalar coupling. The relaxation matrix Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ h
Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ 5 1
G a 1 G1 1 G aa
DQ/ZQ 2GT1~HN
2GT1~HN! G a 1 G1 1 G
2GT1~HC! 2W0
2W2 2GT1~HC
G1 5 GT1~HN! 1 GT1~HC!.and from cross-correlated relaxation (V Þ W),
@Gˆˆ NH,CH










@Aˆ CH~2q!, @Aˆ NH~q! , sˆ m,m9DQ/ZQ## j CH,NHq ~vq!,
[5]
in which V 5 NH and W 5 CH. In the autocorrelation case, the
elaxation superoperator contains second-rank tensor operators
temming from only one interaction, whereas in the cross-
orrelated case, double commutators containing tensor opera-
ors from two distinct interactions have to be evaluated. In the
ecular approximation, only double commutators with a Lar-
or frequency of 0 contribute (vide infra). The terms b NH and
CH are given in Eq. [A.1]. The expressions for the different
relaxation rates for auto- and cross-correlated relaxation shall
be illustrated in the following. As an example, the double
commutator from Eqs. [4] and [5] is applied to double-quan-
tum coherences C1N1HCmHNm9. For clarity, the operator symbols
on the proton, carbon, and nitrogen operators are omitted in the
following. The complementary expressions C2N2HCmHNm9 and
zero-quantum coherences behave accordingly. The four terms
C1N1HCmHNm9 (m, m9 5 a, b) corresponding to the four multiplet
ines of the doublet of doublets are subjected to the different
ouble commutators for auto- and cross-correlated relaxation.
his is summarized in Fig. 2. Note that the result of the double
ommutators differs only in sign due to the relation HzHa 5
1
2 Ha and HzHb 5 2 12 Hb. Note that the gyromagnetic ratio of N
0 0 0
JNH 1 JCH 0 0
0 6JNH 2 JCH 0
0 0 7JNH 2 JCH
24 . [2]




G a 1 G1 1 G ba
DQ/ZQ 2GT1~HN!
































48 REIF ET AL.and the 1J(N,H) coupling constant are both assumed to be
egative.
In the autocorrelated case, as well as in the cross-correlated
ase, the single line operators C1N1HCmHNm9 are eigenoperators
ith respect to the j 0(0) part. In the autocorrelated case, all
ines relax equally fast, whereas in the cross-correlated case,
or the two pairs of lines aa and bb, as well as ab and ba, the
ates have the same absolute value, but opposite sign. The
ight-hand side of Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of
he respective rates. Altogether, the multiplet is governed by a
uperposition of the rates of Ga and GNH,CHc , which is indicated
y the sum of the two rates at the bottom at the right-hand side
f Fig. 2.
For the simplest case of isotropic reorientation, the dipole–
ipole cross-correlated relaxation rate for each multiplet line of
he doublet of doublets according to Eq. [5], with the spectral
ensity function given in Eq. [A.8] for a spherical top mole-













hereby, uNH,CH denotes the projection angle between the NH
nd the CH vector.
ipole–CSA Cross-Correlated Relaxation
The cross-correlated relaxation between a dipolar coupling
nd a CSA tensor, e.g., dipole(NH) with CSA(N) or
ipole(NH) with CSA(C), contributes to the relaxation rates
f the four resonance lines. The rates for the CSA– dipole
ross-correlated relaxation are derived from Eq. [A.6]. A
FIG. 2. Double commutators for dipole–dipole auto- and cross-couble commutator for cross-correlated relaxation between
SA(13C) and a dipolar coupling of N–H is given as an
example in Fig. 3. Note that the cross-correlated relaxation
rates for the four lines differ only in sign but not in absolute
value. Therefore, they can be summarized as shown in Fig.
3. Note that the assignment of the order of the spin polar-
lated relaxation and respective rates in a graphical representation.
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the dipole–CSA cross-correlated re-
laxation rates of C, N DQ and ZQ coherences. The double commutator serves













49MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSization states of the multiplet components differs between
DQ and ZQ coherences.
For the double-quantum operator, the sums of the rates of
the cross-correlated spectral densities for CSA(13C) and
CSA(15N) with dipole NH and CH, respectively, are observed.
Accordingly, for the respective zero-quantum coherences, the
difference of the rates will be observed which allows us to
determine each rate individually, as will be shown later. Ac-
cording to Eq. [5], together with Eqs. [A.2], [A.3], [A.4], and
Eq. [A.8], the general form for the dipole–CSA cross-corre-










3 $~sxx 2 szz!~3 cos2uCH,sxx 2 1!
1 ~syy 2 szz!~3 cos2uCH,syy 2 1!%, [7a]
here uCH,sxx and uCH,syy denote the angle between the CH
vector and the two principal components of the nitrogen CSA










3 H ~s i 2 s’!~3 cos2uCH,si 2 1!
1
3
4 ~sxx 2 syy!~sin
2uCH,sicos 2fCH,sxx!J . [7b]
If the CSA tensor is axially symmetric, Eq. [7b] simplifies










3 $~s i 2 s’!~3 cos2uCH,si 2 1!%. [7c]
Further Relaxation Contributions
The cross-correlated relaxation rates affect the different mul-
tiplet components differently. Therefore, other relaxation rates
that behave similarly must be investigated as well. The NOE
between the two protons HN and HC leads to different relax-
ation rates of the aa and bb lines compared to the ab and ba
lines. A quantification of the size of this effect is given in this
subsection. The NOE between the two protons HN and HC
stems from the j (0)(v HC 2 v HN) [W 0] and the j (2)(v HC 1 v HN)
W 2] term of the autocorrelated dipolar relaxation between the
wo protons. The respective double commutators for W 0 are~C1N1HCaHNb! x
5 2b H CH N2 j ~0!~vH C 2 vH N!@2 14 ~HC1HN2 1 HC2HN1!,
@2 14 ~HC1HN2 1 HC2HN1!, C1N1HCaHNb##
5 2 18 b H CH N2 j ~0!~vH C 2 vH N!~HCaHNb 2 HCbHNa!C1N1
5 W0~HCaHNb 2 HCbHNa!C1N1 [8a]
and similarly for (C1N1HCbHNa)•. The respective double com-
mutators for W 2 can be written as
~C1N1HNaHCa! x
5 2b H CH N2 j ~2!~vH C 1 vH N!
3 $@˛38 HC1HN1, @˛38 HC2HN2, C1N1HNaHCa##
1 @˛38 HC2HN2, @˛38 HC1HN1, C1N1HNaHCa##%
5 2 34 b H CH N2 j ~2!~vH C 1 vH N!$~HCaHNa 2 HCbHNb!C1N1%
5 2W2~HCaHNa 2 HCbHNb!C1N1 [8b]
and similarly for (C1N1HCbHNb)•. Thus, the contribution to the
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he NOE contributes a secular and a nonsecular term. We will
ee in the following that the nonsecular term can be ignored.
owever, the secular term remains and contributes to the
inewidth of the aa, bb line the rate W 2 and to the ab, ba line
the rate W 0. This must be taken into account in the simulations
arried out for the evaluation of the dipole–dipole cross-cor-
elated relaxation rate GNH,CHc in the following section.
ractical Extraction Procedure
The relative signs of the relaxation rates of the individual
ines aa, ab, ba, and bb can be written—as stated above—in



























50 REIF ET AL.G aa
DQ 5 1G a 1 G NH,CH
c 1 G N,NH
c 1 G C,NH
c
1 G N,CH
c 1 G C,CH
c 1 W2 1 G1
G ab
DQ 5 1G a 2 G NH,CH
c 2 G N,NH
c 2 G C,NH
c
1 G N,CH
c 1 G C,CH
c 1 W0 1 G1
G ba
DQ 5 1G a 2 G NH,CH
c 1 G N,NH
c 1 G C,NH
c
2 G N,CH
c 2 G C,CH
c 1 W0 1 G1
G bb
DQ 5 1G a 1 G NH,CH
c 2 G N,NH
c 2 G C,NH
c
2 G N,CH
c 2 G C,CH
c 1 W2 1 G1, [10a]
and the ZQ spectrum,
G aa
ZQ 5 1G a 2 G NH,CH
c 1 G N,NH
c 2 G C,NH
c
2 G N,CH
c 1 G C,CH
c 1 W0 1 G1
G ab
ZQ 5 1G a 1 G NH,CH
c 2 G N,NH
c 1 G C,NH
c
2 G N,CH
c 1 G C,CH
c 1 W2 1 G1
G ba
ZQ 5 1G a 1 G NH,CH
c 1 G N,NH
c 2 G C,NH
c
1 G N,CH
c 2 G C,CH
c 1 W2 1 G1
G bb
ZQ 5 1G a 2 G NH,CH
c 2 G N,NH
c 1 G C,NH
c
1 G N,CH
c 2 G C,CH
c 1 W0 1 G1. [10b]
he relaxation rate of a signal is reflected in the linewidth at
alf height. In the experiment described below, double- and
ero-quantum coherences are evolved in a constant time man-
er during the time T. The relaxation rate of each multiplet
omponent is directly reflected in the intensity of the signal by
mn } exp(2GmnT). Correspondingly, the cross-correlated re-
laxation rates can be extracted from the multiplet intensities












I ZQ~ab! I ZQ~ba!D 2 12 ~W2 2 W0!.
[11]
ote that the reliability can be checked by variation of the
onstant time delay T (10). Note that this implies always takinghe product of the intensities of the inner lines in the nominator
nd the product of the intensities of the outer lines in the
enominator of the logarithm (Fig. 3).
We have calculated the dipole–dipole cross-correlated re-
axation rate on the left-hand side of Eq. [11] with simulations
ith the program WTEST (11). The basis for these simulations
re Eqs. [4] and [5]. To obtain the angular information about
he included projection angle between the bond vectors N–HN
and Ca–Ha, Eq. [6], which describes the angular dependence of
he dipole–dipole cross-correlation rate, is combined with Eq.
11].
The contribution to the dipole– dipole cross-correlated
elaxation rate due to NOE between the two protons is given






r H CH N





r H CH N
3 D 2tcF 61 1 4~vHtc! 2G . [12b]
o get an impression of the size of the effect, Fig. 4 shows the
ross-correlation rate GHC ,HNNOE 5 W 2 2 W 0 between the two
protons Hka and Hk11N in a protein as a function of the backbone
angle c. The overall correlation time tc was assumed to be 6.4
s.
The four cross-correlated relaxation rates GN,NHc , GC,NHc , GN,CHc ,
and GC,CHc can be extracted from Eq. [10] in a similar way as the
ipole–dipole cross-correlated relaxation rates GNH,CHc were ob-
tained. The single dipole(NH)–CSA cross-correlation rates are
given by
FIG. 4. NOE cross-correlation rate G H C,H NNOE between the protons Hka and
k11
N in a protein as a function of the peptide backbone angle c (tc 5 6.4
s) according to Eq. [12]. c is correlated with the distance between the two














3 lnS I DQ~ab! I DQ~bb!I DQ~aa! I DQ~ba! I
ZQ~ab! I ZQ~bb!





3 lnS I DQ~ab! I DQ~bb!I DQ~aa! I DQ~ba! I
ZQ~aa! I ZQ~ba!
I ZQ~ab! I ZQ~bb!D
[13]






3 lnS I DQ~bb! I DQ~ba!I DQ~aa! I DQ~ab! I
ZQ~bb! I ZQ~ba!





3 lnS I DQ~bb! I DQ~ba!I DQ~aa! I DQ~ab! I
ZQ~aa! I ZQ~ab!
I ZQ~bb! I ZQ~ba!D .
[14]
The orientation and size of CSA tensors are well known from
solid-state NMR studies for amides (14) and for aliphatic
carbons (15) and can be used for these studies in high-resolu-
tion NMR. A review of investigations of CSA tensors of all
kinds of heteronuclei that have been determined by means of
solid-state NMR is given in Ref. (16).
As average values for the main components of the 15N CSA
tensor for a peptide, one finds in the literature (16) s11 5
(223 6 7) ppm, s22 5 (79 6 8) ppm, s33 5 (55 6 9) ppm, and
herefore Ds 5 si 2 s’ 5 156 ppm. The orientation of the 15N
SA tensor is indicated in Fig. 5. The 13C CSA tensor for
liphatic carbons shows only small anisotropy values. One
nds the following values for L-threonine (15): s11 5 (69.0 6
0.4) ppm, s22 5 (58.9 6 0.4) ppm, and s33 5 (52.6 6 0.3)
pm. Other amino acids have been investigated in Ref. (17)
howing that the CSA of the 13Ca varies quite strongly. There-
fore DQ and ZQ spectra should show different rates with
respect to the scalar 1J CH coupling depending on the c angle.
Cross-correlated relaxation between Ca CSA and 15N CSA
does not affect the extraction procedure provided the rates are
extracted from DQ and ZQ spectra individually. This holds
because this cross-correlated relaxation affects all the submul-
tiplet lines in the same way.Constant time versus real time evolution. Cross-correlated
relaxation rates can be extracted most easily from constant time
data since the intensities and the integrals directly reflect the
relaxation rates. Under real time evolution, this is no longer
true and the relaxation rates have to be deconvoluted from a
potentially complicated lineshape that is often not known since
it includes, e.g., small long-range coupling constants. We pro-
pose here a deconvolution procedure that is robust against any
underlying lineshape. If we consider a multiplet with four lines
with an arbitrary, however, constant lineshape L(v) for all
multiplet components on top of the Lorentzian lineshape as
described by Eq. [10], the Fourier transformation including an
apodization function w(t) will yield the following lineshape
F mn(v) for the multiplet line I mn:
Fmn~v! 5 L~v! # FT@exp~2Gmnt!# # FT@w~t!#, [15]
here # represents convolution.
As described before, the desired cross-correlated relaxation
rate can be extracted from
G NH,CH
c 1 12 ~W2 2 W0! 5 14 ~Gaa 1 Gbb 2 Gab 2 Gba!. [16]
The difference of the rates of the multiplet components, e.g.,
Gab 2 Gaa, can be obtained by fitting the lineshape F aa(v) to
the lineshape F ab(v) by convolution of the aa multiplet com-
onent with a Lorentzian with a trial linewidth (Gab 2 Gaa)trial.
The best fit for (Gab 2 Gaa)trial and similarly (Gba 2 Gbb)trial
yields the desired cross-correlated relaxation rate. An example
on the application of this technique is shown in Fig. 6 (18). The
aa line is broader than the ab line. Duplication of the doublet,
shifting one to the low-field side (L) by J and convoluting the
high-field multiplet with a trial Lorentzian L(v, LB) with the
linewidth LB yields the three multiplets of Fig. 6H. The inten-
sities of the aa(L) line and the ab(H) line are identical if
LB 5 (Gaa 2 Gab). Figure 6 shows the result of the fitting.
The optimal LB is 1.6 Hz.
FIG. 5. Orientation of the 15N CSA tensor in a peptide according to Ref.
(14a). s11 and s33 are oriented in the peptide plane, where s33 is rotated about
ca. 20° relative to the C9N bond. s22 is oriented orthogonal to the peptide plane.
or an amide nitrogen, s11 is the most shielded component of the CSA tensors.
Gc
b
52 REIF ET AL.Nonsecular Terms in the DQ/ZQ Relaxation Matrix
To be able to evaluate properly the effect of cross-correlated
relaxation, it is necessary that the involved scalar couplings are
resolved. However, the resolved couplings also ensure that the
relaxation matrix in Eq. [3] is faithfully evaluated taking into
account only the secular components. Therefore, spectral den-
sity functions of nonzero frequency j q(v Þ 0), proton T 1
relaxation, and proton–proton NOE that introduce nonsecular
terms in the DQ/ZQ relaxation matrix Gˆˆ DQ/ZQ can be ignored.
These terms lead to coherence transfer between the multiplet
components. We show here the influence of these terms which
eventually limits the applicability of the method to molecules
which are very large by NMR standards where the hetero-
nuclear 1J couplings are no longer resolved (Fig. 7).
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the aa, ab, ba, and bb multiplet
omponents in a doublet of doublets. Undesired transitions due to NOE
etween HN and HC and T 1 relaxation of the two HN and HC protons which
correspond to the off-diagonal elements in Eq. [3]. This leads to a transfer of
magnetization between the multiplet components as indicated in the figure and
to a change in intensities which is considered in the text.
FIG. 6. Extraction procedure for the determination of dipole–dipole cross-
correlated relaxation rates from real time data. The two lines under investiga-
tion are shifted by the coupling constant that needs to be known. This yields
the two multiplets H and L. Exponential broadening is applied on the H
doublet and the intensities of the high-field line of the H doublet is compared
to the low-field line of the low-field doublet. When they match trace S the
difference in the linewidth of the two components is determined.a. Contributions to the cross-correlated relaxation rate
NH,CH
c due to spectral density functions of higher order. In
Eq. [5], only double commutators have been considered so far
with Larmor frequency v 5 0 for the relaxation of the oper-
ators sm,m9
DQ/ZQ
. We show here that additional contributions due to
other spectral density functions either do not exist or contribute
only nonsecular relaxation terms. Except for the Aˆ NH(61), Aˆ CH(71)
terms with the C and N operators being longitudinal =38 NzHN6
and =38 CzHN6, there are no further contributions due to incom-
patible Larmor frequency in the rotating frame. Evaluation of
one of the four possible permutations of the double commuta-
tor yields
~C1N1! x 5 2bNHbCH@˛38 HN1Nz, @˛38 HC2Cz, C1N1##
3 j NH,CH1 ~vH! 5 2G NH,CHc,q51 ~HC2HN1C1N1!. [17]
This term is a nonsecular term, provided that the chemical
shifts of the two involved protons are different. We show for
this example that this relaxation channel does not have any
effect on the cross-correlated relaxation rate GNH,CHc . The subset
of operators connected in the Liouville–von Neumann differ-
ential equation by the double commutator of Eq. [17] is given
in Eq. [18]. The differential equation describes a transition
between the lines of C1N1 and C1N1HN1HC2,
S C1N1C1N1HN1HC2D
x
5 S 0 GG i~VH N 2 VH C!D
3 S C1N1C1N1HN1HC2D . [18]
The G terms in the matrix expression of Eq. [18] are obtained
after evaluation of the double commutator from Eq. [16]. The
relative chemical shift of C1N1 and C1N1HN1HC2 is given by 0
and DV 5 VHN 2 VHC, respectively. The eigenvalues l1, l2 of
the matrix are
FIG. 8. Schematic representation of a signal which is split due to a scalar
coupling of the size 2pJ into a doublet. T 1 relaxation leads to an averaging of
signal intensity on the a and the b line and therefore to a downscaling of the













53MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSl1/ 2 5 i
DV
2 6 ˛2 ~DV! 24 1 G 2 <DV@G i DV2






t is obvious that for G , DV/2 both eigenvalues are purely
maginary. This is fulfilled for HC and HN due to their large
difference in chemical shifts. Therefore, as long as this inequal-
ity holds, there is no contribution to the linewidths of the
doublet of doublets of C1N1, but only a contribution to the
elative chemical shift originating from double commutators of
igher order.
b. Proton T1 relaxation. In addition, scalar relaxation of
the second kind (19, 20) due to longitudinal eigenrelaxa-
tion (r ii- and r jj-element of the Redfield matrix) through
the interaction of the two involved protons i and j with
ther nuclei contributes nonsecular elements to the relax-
tion matrix Gˆˆ DQ of Eq. [3] in addition to the equal secular
contributions for all lines. T 1 relaxation equilibrates the
ntensities of the a-line and b-multiplet line of a given
doublet which can lead to an underestimation of the angular-
dependent cross-correlation rate (Fig. 8). This shall be dis-
cussed in this section.
To evaluate the contribution due to T 1 relaxation, it is
ufficient to consider here a resonance line which is split due to
scalar coupling in a a- and a b-multiplet component. Their
espective relaxation rates shall be Ga, Gb and their relative
chemical shifts 6pJ. The rates Ga and Gb contain all the
secular contributions. Furthermore, intensity is transferred
from the a-line to the b-line by means of T 1 relaxation leading
to exchange of coherence between the a- and b-line with the
rate 1/T 1. The system can therefore be described as







˛2 ˛˛~pJ! 4 2 2~pJ! 2S 1T 12 2 G D2D 1S Iˆ aIˆ bD
x












2 ipJ2S Iˆ aIˆ bD .
[20]
ˆ
ˆ denotes the rate matrix. The eigenvalues l1 and l2 of the
matrix Gˆˆ are
l1/ 2 5 2SGS 1 1T1D 6 ˛~ipJ 2 GD! 2 1 S 1T1D
2
, [21]
ith GS 5 12 (Ga 1 Gb) and GD 5 12 (Ga 2 Gb). After separation
of the real and imaginary parts, one obtains for the root
expression, which is (l1 2 l2)/2,
The real part contains the effective relaxation rate of line a and
b, the imaginary part the influence on the relative line position.
The effects are illustrated in Fig. 9 for an assumed cross-
correlated relaxation rate of 20 Hz (a, c) and 5 Hz (b). The
splitting of the two lines is due to the NH coupling which was
assumed to be 90 Hz. Figure 8 shows that the cross-correlated
relaxation rate is influenced by T 1 relaxation only for rates
R 1 5 1/T 1 in the order of p 1J HN. This is independent of the
assumed cross-correlation rate of 20 or 5 Hz, respectively (a,
b). As the rate R 1 5 1/T 1 increases, the difference of the
chemical shifts of the two signals of the doublet becomes
smaller. Expansion of the root expression in Eq. [22] according
to Taylor yields the eigenvalues
l1 5 2Ga 2
1
T1
6 i ˛~pJ! 2 2 1T 12
l2 5 2Gb 2
1
T1
6 i ˛~pJ! 2 2 1T 12 . [23]
~pJ! 2S 1T 12 2 G D2D 1 S 1T 12 1 G D2D
2
1 S 1T 12 1 G D2 2 ~pJ! 2D
1
2 1 G D









54 REIF ET AL.Therefore, the dipole–dipole cross-correlated relaxation rate is
independent of T 1 relaxation, as long as pJ @ 1/T 1.
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
Introduction
The backbone angle c in proteins (Fig. 10) is relatively
difficult to access by means of conventional NMR spectro-
scopic parameters. Either the scalar 3J(Hk11N , Cka) coupling (21)
or the scalar 3J(Nk11, Nk) coupling (22), as well as distance
measurements between the protons Hka and Hk11N (23) (Fig.
11b), turn out to be too inaccurate to define the angle properly.
A different approach consists of the measurement of the rela-
FIG. 9. Cross-correlated relaxation rate Gc of a doublet resonance line (a
of the proton T 1 time. The simulation is based on a cross-correlation rate of 2
plit due to a scalar coupling of 90 Hz. The difference of real and imaginary p
corresponds to the cross-correlated relaxation rate, the imaginary part to the d
effects of dipole–dipole cross correlation are averaged out by the T 1 relaxatio
the doublet is not resolved any more due to the decrease of a- and b-frequentive displacements of the 1H and 15N resonance frequencies in
:1 mixtures of D2O and H2O (24). It turns out that the
solvent-induced chemical shift is a function of the backbone
geometry around c. Recently, Yang et al. also suggested
measuring the backbone angle c in a protein based on cross-
orrelated relaxation between the Ha–Ca dipolar and the C9
hemical shift anisotropy interaction mechanism (25).
The measurement of the parameter of cross-correlated re-
axation rate of double- and zero-quantum coherences involv-
ng the two dipolar vectors Cka–Hka and Nk11–Hk11N allows a
quite accurate determination of the backbone angle c. This is
hown in the following.
Correlation of u and c, as shown in Fig. 11, reveals that
and the relative chemical shift of one signal of the doublet (c) as a function
z (a, c) and 5 Hz (b), respectively. The two resonance lines of the signal are
f the eigenvalues (l1 2 l2) as obtained from Eq. [22] is shown. The real part
rence of chemical shift of the a- and b-component of the resonance line. The
hen the rate 1/T 1 is in the order of the scalar coupling. In this case, however,










































55MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSregions of different secondary structure elements, as a-helices
and b-sheets, can be differentiated. The 3 cos2u 2 1 depen-
dence of the cross-correlated relaxation is also not degenerate
for the two secondary structure elements. The solid line
cos(u) 5 0.163 1 0.819 p cos(c 2 119°) can be obtained by
eans of geometrical considerations. Here bond lengths of
HN 5 1.03 Å, CaHa 5 1.09 Å, NCa 5 1.47 Å, NC9 5 1.33
, and C9Ca 5 1.52 Å, as well as tetrahedral symmetry and the
lanarity of the peptide backbone, have been assumed.
escription of the Pulse Sequence and Experimental Results
The pulse sequence which is shown in Fig. 12 is essentially
HNCOCA-like experiment (26). A correlation between the
wo pairs of atoms Cka–Hka and Nk11–Hk11N is achieved by
excitation of double- and zero-quantum coherences during t 2.
Starting from the proton Hk11N , magnetization is transferred to
the nitrogen Nk11. After a further INEPT transfer over C9k,
agnetization is finally located on the carbon Cka. Through
pplication of two simultaneous 90° pulses on 15N and 13Ca,
FIG. 10. Schematic representation of the peptide backbone with backbone
ngles f, c, v, and u of amino acids k and k 1 1 in a protein. Assuming a
planar backbone geometry, the measured angle u can be correlated with the
ackbone angle c (see text). The plane which is spanned by the atoms Hka, Cka,
and Nk11 is highlighted graphically.
FIG. 11. (a) Correlation of the angles u and c in the protein backbone fro
s diamonds (b) Distance between the Hk11N and the Hka proton as a function oDQ and ZQ coherences are excited for a constant time t0. The
elay t0 is optimized with respect to the CaCb coupling.
Protons are not decoupled during t 2. Application of the
ictographical analysis from the preceding section tells us that
ll cross-correlated relaxation rates, dipole/dipole as well as
ipole/CSA, evolve during t0. The experiment is symmetric
round t 2. In the backtransfer step to the detected proton Hk11N ,
COS-CT (coherence order selective coherence transfer) ele-
ent is employed for optimal sensitivity.
For the design of pulse sequences that measure cross-corre-
ated relaxation rates, pulse sequence elements affect the evo-
ution under relaxation in a certain predictable way. This is
uite different from autocorrelated relaxation where pulse se-
uence elements normally do not affect relaxation. This short
ection introduces some rules of calculation for how an effec-
ive Liouvillian can be calculated in a pulse sequence. Al-
hough several papers have been published on average Liouvil-
ian theory (27), these simple rules have not been demonstrated
o far.
Pulses of 180° allow us to manipulate the evolution of
eteronuclear cross-correlated relaxation in a similar way as
hey allow us to manipulate the evolution of couplings and
hemical shifts in heteronuclear spin systems. A train of
80°(1H) is used, e.g., in 15N relaxation measurements, to get
id of the dipole–CSA cross-correlated relaxation rates (28).
he time evolution of the density matrix under the Hamilton
perator and the relaxation superoperator is given by
sˆ x 5 i@Hˆ , sˆ# 2 Gˆˆ ~sˆ 2 sˆ0!. [24]
Ignoring the inhomogenous part and assuming weak cou-
ling and the secular approximation for the relaxation super-
perator we can treat the evolution under Gˆˆ independently for
ach eigencoherence of the Hamiltonian Hˆ :
sˆ x 5 2Gˆˆ sˆ. [25]
ig. 10. Values of pairs of u and c found for the protein rhodniin are depicted






56 REIF ET AL.Incorporation of a p-pulse in the pulse sequence leads to the
equation of motion
~Pˆˆ sˆ! x 5 2Gˆˆ ~Pˆˆ sˆ!. [26]
p-Pulses have the property that for many relaxation mecha-
nisms either the commutator or the anticommutator vanishes.
@Gˆˆ , Pˆˆ # 5 Gˆˆ Pˆˆ 2 Pˆˆ Gˆˆ 5 0 or @Gˆˆ , Pˆˆ #1 5 Gˆˆ Pˆˆ 1 Pˆˆ Gˆˆ 5 0.
[27]
In the first case, evolution of coherence under a certain relax-
ation is not affected by the p-pulse:
Pˆˆ sˆ x 5 ~Pˆˆ sˆ! x 5 2Gˆˆ Pˆˆ sˆ 5 2Pˆˆ Gˆˆ sˆ. [28]
n the second case, the sign of the evolution is changed:
Pˆˆ sˆ x 5 ~Pˆˆ sˆ! x 5 2Gˆˆ Pˆˆ sˆ 5 1Pˆˆ Gˆˆ sˆ. [29]
FIG. 12. HNCOCA-like pulse sequence for the measurement of N–HN,
1. Delays are as follows: D 5 5 ms, t 5 35 ms, 2t9 5 9 ms, t0 5 26 ms
90° and 180° pulses on Ca and C9 resonances. If not otherwise indicated, R
f 5 5 8( x), 8(2x); f rec 5 f1 1 f2 1 f3 1 f5. Quadrature in t 2 is achie
coherences are selected during t 1 by inversion of phases f 6 5 2y togethe
y 90° in subsequent FIDS and stored separately to be able to differentia
decoupled during acquisition using MLEV-expanded CHIRP pulses (33).
interactions considered are inverted at (t0 1 t 2)/ 2. Since the cross-correlate
GCH,NH, GN,NH, GN,CH, GC,CH, and GC,NH evolve during t0.In this case, the p-pulse in the middle of two equal delays leads
to refocusing of the effect of the relaxation mechanism. Since
relaxation superoperators are derived from double commuta-
tors, we present some simple rules to easily see the effect of a
p-pulse on a given relaxation rate. We assume we have two
operators Aˆ , Bˆ , whose cross correlation is a source of relax-
ation. The relaxation superoperator is then given by
Gˆˆ 5 @Aˆ , @Bˆ ,## 1 @Aˆ †, @Bˆ †,##.
p-pulse on any coherence s can be written as
Pˆˆ sˆ 5 Pˆ sˆPˆ †,
where Pˆˆ is the superoperator effecting a p-rotation and Pˆ is the
corresponding operator.
The two operators Aˆ and Bˆ shall be affected by the p-pulse
n the following way:
Ha projection angles. DQ and ZQ coherences evolve chemical shift during
1.2 ms. G3 and G4 Gaussian cascades (31) have been used as selective
ulses have phase x. f 1 5 x, 2x; f 2 5 2( x), 2(2x); f 3 5 4( x), 4(2x);
by variation of phases f3 and f4 in States–TPPI manner. Echo–antiecho
ith the sign of the second gradient (32). The phases f3 and f5 are shifted
Q and ZQ coherences during t 2. Aliphatic and carbonyl resonances are
torial representation of the CSA and the dipolar coupling evolution. All




























57MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSPˆˆ Aˆ 5 sAAˆ , Pˆ
ˆ Bˆ 5 sBBˆ or Pˆ
ˆ Aˆ 5 sAAˆ †, Pˆ
ˆ Bˆ 5 sBBˆ †,
[30]
with s A, s B 5 61. These equations are true for all operators of
able 1 except for the case discussed below. Then it follows
hat
Gˆˆ Pˆˆ sˆ 5 sAsBPˆ
ˆ Gˆˆ sˆ. [31]
hus, if s As B 5 1 we have @Gˆˆ , Pˆˆ # 5 0 and if s As B 5 21 we
ave @Gˆˆ , Pˆˆ #1 5 0. An example to illustrate the commutator
relations is described in Appendix 3.
Thus, it is sufficient to know whether the p-pulse inverts Aˆ
s A 5 21) or not (s A 5 1). The same holds for Bˆ . We can
ictorially represent the inversion of an interaction as depicted
n Fig. 12 by drawing horizontal lines, the upper representing
ositive evolution of the operators Aˆ or Bˆ and the lower if it has
een inverted. For a given cross-correlated relaxation rate, the
equence is segmented in the periods in which there is no sign
TAB
Tensor Operators in the Rotating Frame and Modified
Tensor operators for the




4pr kl3 bk 5
1
3 ~s i 2 s’
q Aˆ kl(q)(Iˆ k, Iˆ l) Aˆ k(q)(Iˆ k)
22 ˛38 Iˆ k2Iˆ l2 —
21 ˛38 Iˆk,zIˆ l2 —
21 ˛38 Iˆ k2Iˆl,z ˛38 Iˆ k2
0 Iˆ k,zIˆ l,z Iˆ k,z
0 2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ l1! —
11 ˛38 Iˆ k1Il,z ˛38 I k1
11 ˛38 Iˆk,zIˆ l1 —
12 ˛38 Iˆ k1Iˆ l1 —
Note. The calibration has been chosen such that r 4p1 F (q)(u, f) F (2q)(u, f)hange for Aˆ or for Bˆ . Then the weighted sum over the times
s formed with the weights being s As B for each time segment
(Fig. 12).
In the autocorrelated case s A 5 s B and therefore s As B 5 1.
herefore, autocorrelated relaxation is not affected by the
pplication of a p-pulse and cannot be inverted by it. There is
nly one exception to this rule for the operators of Table 1
hich is discussed in the appendixes. For the cross-correlated
ase, we consider here two examples.
(a) Dipole–dipole cross-correlated relaxation.
Gˆˆ 5 @H zNNz,@H zCCz,## [32]
pplication of a p(15N)-pulse or a p(13C)-pulse leads to s As B 5
21 and therefore refocusing of the cross-correlated relaxation.
A p(1H)-pulse, however, does not affect the relaxation since
As B 5 11. This is used in the sequence of Fig. 12 where the
p(15N)-pulse and p(13C)-pulse leave the HN, CH dipolar cross-
orrelated relaxation invariant.
1
erical Harmonics for the Dipolar and CSA Interaction
SA
Modified spherical harmonics Frequency
0
F k(q)(u, f), F kl(q) (u, f) v q
˛32 sin 2u exp~ 1 2if! v(Iˆ k) 1 v(Iˆ l)
=6 sin u cos u exp(1if) v(Iˆ l)
=6 sin u cos u exp(1if) v(Iˆ k)
3cos2u21 0
3 cos2u 2 1 v(Iˆ k) 2 v(Iˆ l)
=6 sin u cos u exp(2if) v(Iˆ k)
=6 sin u cos u exp(2if) v(Iˆ l)
˛32 sin 2u exp(22if) v(Iˆ k) 1 v(Iˆ l)


























58 REIF ET AL.(b) CSA–dipole cross-correlated relaxation.
Gˆˆ 5 @˛38 N1, @˛38 H zNN2,##
1 @˛38 N2, @˛38 H zNN1,## 1 @Nz, @H zNNz,## [33]
Application of a p(15N)-pulse or a p(13C)-pulse leads to s As B 5
11,
PˆˆN2 5 N2† 5 N1,
whereas a p(1H)-pulse leads to refocusing of the interaction
(s As B 5 21).
The pictorial representation used in Fig. 12 depicts the
volution of each of the Hamiltonians of interest during the
eriod t0. All operators are inverted after (t0 1 t 2)/ 2 leading
o the full evolution of all cross-correlated relaxation rates that
riginate from any of the magnetic interactions.
The DQ/ZQ HNCOCA experiment has been applied to the
rotein rhodniin which is a thrombin inhibitor. The protein
FIG. 13. 1D strips from the 3D DQ/ZQ HNCOCA for the residues K96,
S90, and L40 in rhodniin corresponding to backbone angles c k21.onsists of 103 amino acids and folds into two domains which
re connected via a flexible linker. Each domain contains a
riple-stranded b-sheet and a a-helical region. Experimentally
btained spectra are shown in Fig. 13. The doublet of doublet
ines is not completely symmetric with respect to the resonance
requency. This is due to a different X–CSA contribution
hich can be observed on the multiplet lines correlated with
he 1J HX coupling (X 5 Ca or N, respectively).
The cross-correlated relaxation rates GNH,CHc can be extracted
from the intensities of the lines aa, ab, ba, and bb with the
rocedure described above.
ross-Correlated Relaxation Rates as a Tool for Structure
Refinement in Restrained MD Simulations
a. Dipole(15N–1HN)–Dipole(13Ca–1Ha). The extracted cross-
correlated relaxation rates are used as restraints in the X-PLOR
protocol to refine the backbone angle c. The starting structures for
he G-refinement have been generated using the simulated anneal-
ng protocol developed by Bru¨nger for X-PLOR (29). It consists
f a 32.5-ps high-temperature phase at 2000 K, a first 25-ps
ooling phase to 1000 K, and a second 10-ps cooling phase to a
nal temperature of 100 K. A total of 1645 unambiguous and 65
mbiguous NOE restraints have been taken into account as well as
2 dihedral restraints for the f- and 28 dihedral restraints for the
x1-angles. In addition, 34 hydrogen bonds have been identified by
slow proton exchange of which 16 hydrogen bonds are imple-
mented as ambiguous. The 30 structures with the lowest total
energy out of 200 structures are chosen for further refinement. The
average c-angles for the unrefined structures are shown in Fig. 14
ogether with GNH,CHc as a function of c.
FIG. 14. Graphical representation of the extracted dipole(NH) k11–
dipole(CH) k cross-correlated relaxation rates as a function of the backbone
angle c k as found from structure calculations before refinement. The solid line
corresponds to Eq. [16]: GNH,CHc 1 12 (W 2 2 W 0) as obtained with WTEST for











59MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSDipole(NH)–dipole(CH) cross-correlation rates tend to as-
sume positive values for b-sheet regions, whereas they are
round zero for a-helices. Coils and turns show negative rates.
The theoretical angle-dependent cross-correlation rate is drawn
with a solid line in Fig. 14. The curve was simulated with the
program WTEST (11) assuming an overall correlation time of
the molecule of tc 5 6.0 ns. This value is consistent with 15N
relaxation measurements (30) that yield a value of 6.4 ns for
the second domain and a value of 5.4 ns for the first domain in
rhodniin. In Fig. 15 the f- and c-angles of all 30 unrefined
structures are depicted in circle diagrams as obtained from
MOLMOL. The count for the structures is encoded in the
radius. Thus a straight line from the center of the circle to the
diameter like for c38 indicates that the same value is obtained
FIG. 15. Circle diagrams of the f- and c-angles of all 30 structures before
relaxation rates; shaded in darker gray are all angles which will be additiona
diagrams in this paper have been prepared with the program MOLMOL (34)or all 30 structures. The dashed line indicates 0 for the angular
alue; the values increase clockwise. Shaded in light gray are
ngles restrained by dipole–dipole relaxation rates; shaded in
arker gray are angles which will be additionally restrained by
ipole–CSA relaxation rates in a further calculation.
The refinement is performed by a 100-ps restrained MD with
ll restraints included which have already been used in the
imulated annealing plus 30 dipole–dipole cross-correlated
elaxation rates. Since the dependence of the relaxation rate on
he c-angle can be approximated by a Karplus-like function of
he form G ijc (c) 5 25.536 cos2(c 2 119°) 1 10.332 cos(c 2
119°) 2 12.309 for tc 5 6 ns, the additional energy term is
accounted for by making use of the parabolic potential for
coupling constant refinement already implemented in
nement. Shaded in light gray are all angles which will be restrained by GCH,NHc


























60 REIF ET AL.X-PLOR. During the run, the force constant for the G-restraints
is increased exponentially with time. Several calculations have
been carried out using different final force constants. The force
constants for the G-restraints were optimized such that the
standard deviation of the calculated relaxation rates reflects
their approximate experimental error. Thus, 1.25 kcal mol21
Hz22 turned out to be a reasonable value for the final force
constant. Variation of the G error (which is defined in the same
way as the J-error in the X-PLOR help function (29)) between
0 and 5 Hz did not have any effect on the results either for the
regions with secondary structure or the loops except for a lower
energy, the larger the G error was.
Figure 16 shows the experimental cross-correlation rates
GNH,CH
c together with the respective average c-angles after this
refinement procedure.
The rms difference for the relaxation rates to the experimen-
tal value decreases from 7.87 Hz for the starting structures to
0.97 Hz for the final structures. The average energy of the
G-restraints drops from 2167.2 to 11.4 kcal/mol; the total
energy rises from 663.9 kcal/mol for the protein without G-re-
straints to 833.9 kcal/mol for the restrained protein. For one
restraint there are four and for another restraint there are three
violations larger than 3 Hz in 30 structures. There are no
violations larger than 5 Hz in any of the structures. The average
standard deviation to the mean calculated relaxation rates
amounts to 0.42 Hz. Most of the c-angles converge to a single
value except those of the residues T22, C27, D73, and P91,
which converge to two different values (c221 5 177.0°, c222 5
159.9°; c271 5 268.5°, c272 5 251.1°; c731 5 149.2°, c732 5
20.9°; c911 5 178.7°, c912 5 1159.0°). To illustrate this
effect, we have chosen the circle representation in Fig. 17.
FIG. 16. Graphical representation of the extracted dipole(NH) k11–
dipole(CH) k cross-correlated relaxation rates as a function of the backbone
angle c k as found from structure calculations after refinement with GCH,NHc
dipole–dipole relaxation rates.Shaded in light gray are all restrained angles; shaded in darker
gray are the four angles with two different values.
Due to the refinement, the rms difference for the NOE
restraints rises from 4.47 3 1022 to 5.06 3 1022 Å. The
average rmsd value to the mean structure for the backbone
atoms rises from 0.39 Å to 0.46 Å for the core region of the
first domain (amino acids 14 to 48) and from 0.34 to 0.43 Å for
the core region of the second domain (amino acids 66 to 101).
b. CSA(15N)–Dipole(13Ca–1Ha). Similar to a Karplus rela-
tion, the 3 cos2u 2 1 function of the cross-correlated relaxation
rate can also assume different c-values for one single cross-
orrelation rate. The main axis of the 15N CSA tensor does not
ie parallel to the N–H bond. Therefore, the cross-correlated
elaxation rate GN,CHc between the (Ca–Ha) k vector and the Nk11
CSA tensor has a different c-dependence than GNH,CHc and can
help to resolve the c-ambiguities (Fig. 18).
Figure 19 shows the dipole(CaHa) k–CSA(N) k11 cross-cor-
related relaxation rate GN,CHc as a function of the backbone angle
c k as found in structures calculated with X-PLOR before the
efinement procedure.
The dependence of the CSA–dipole relaxation rate can be
tted in the same way as that of the dipole–dipole relaxation
ate by a Karplus-like function. Here, one finds GN,CHc (c) 5
10.042 cos2(c 2 119°) 1 7.971 cos(c 2 119°) 2 7.506 for
tc 5 6 ns. As the maximum value of the CSA–dipole relax-
tion rate is approximately half as large as the maximum value
f the dipole–dipole relaxation rate, the force constant of the
ormer is chosen four times as large as the force constant of the
atter to achieve a roughly equal weight of both classes of
estraints. If one uses all 33 measured CSA–dipole relaxation
ates, some of them come into conflict with the dipole–dipole
elaxation rates. This could be due to the fact that one measures
he average relaxation rate of different conformations. Those
an only be treated correctly by a refinement with ensemble-
veraged cross-correlated restraints which will be left to further
ork. For the present calculations, all conflicting G-restraints
ere excluded so that one is left with 30 dipole–dipole and 19
SA–dipole restraints. As in the calculations with dipole–
ipole restraints only, the c-angles of residues T22, C27, and
P91 converge to two different values (c221 5 177.1°, c222 5
1160.2°; c271 5 269.6°, c272 5 250.8°; c911 5 174.4°, c912 5
161.1°). The relation of populated conformations of c73
shifts from 22:8 for c731 5 149.2°, c732 5 220.9° to 27:3 for c731
5 147.9°, c732 5 230.0°. Hence, this is a case where the
dipole–CSA restraints resolve an ambiguity found with dipole–
dipole restraints alone. The values of the angles remain nearly
unchanged compared to the calculations without dipole–CSA
restraints. The dipole–dipole relaxation rates after the refine-
ment are shown in Fig. 20; the dipole–CSA relaxation rates are
shown in Fig. 21.
The circle diagrams in Fig. 22 illustrate the changed behav-
















61MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSDue to the refinement, the rms difference of the G-re-
traints drops to 1.24 Hz with a standard deviation of 0.40
z for the dipole– dipole and of 0.16 Hz for the dipole–CSA
estraints. There are no violations of the G-restraints larger
han 5 Hz; two restraints are violated in 1 of 30 structures
nd one restraint is violated in 2 of 30 structures. During the
efinement procedure, the total energy of the G-restraints
ecreases from 3113.7 to 140.4 kcal/mol. Nevertheless, the
otal energy rises compared to the unrefined protein from
63.9 to 979.2 kcal/mol. In part, the increase of the total
nergy is due to the fact that the limitation of the relaxation
FIG. 17. Circle diagrams of the f- and c-angles of all 30 structures afte
restrained angles; shaded with darker gray are the four angles which assumerates restrains the angles to a region smaller than the toler-
ance typically used for dihedral restraints of 630°, so the
entire structure is slightly more strained than without relax-
ation rate restraints. The rms difference for the NOE re-
straints rises to 5.13 3 1022 Å. The average rmsd values to
he mean structure for the backbone atoms rise from 0.39 to
.46 Å for the core region of the first domain and from 0.34
o 0.42 Å for the core region of the second domain. Al-
hough the local rmsd has small maxima around amino acids
ith double c-angles, the rmsd is also increased for the
ther regions of the protein. The overall structure of the
finement with dipole–dipole relaxation rates. Shaded with light gray are all














62 REIF ET AL.protein does not change very much and its secondary
structure is nearly unaffected by the refinement. The rmsd of
the backbone atoms of the mean refined structure to the
mean unrefined structure is 0.18 Å for the core region of the
first domain and 0.31 Å for the core region of the second
domain.
In principle, the cross-correlated relaxation rate GN,NHc
FIG. 18. u9[(CaHa) k, CSA(N) k11] as a function of the backbone angle c k.
he orientation of the CSA tensor is taken from solid-state NMR spectra (Ref.
4). Values are taken from Hartzell et al. (14b) (solid line) giving u9 5
rccos[0.263 1 0.556*cos (c 2 119)] and Lumsden et al. (14a) (dashed line)
iving u9 5 arccos[0.263 1 0.556*cos(c 2 119)].
FIG. 19. Graphical representation of the extracted dipole(CaHa) k–
CSA(N) k11 cross-correlated relaxation rate GN,CHc as a function of the mean
ackbone angle c k of the unrefined structures.between the 15N CSA tensor and the N–HN vector as well as
he cross correlation rate GC,CHc between the 13Ca CSA tensor
nd the CaHa vector can also be obtained. However, these
ates can be measured more reliably by means of 15N and
13Ca relaxation measurements and therefore are not given
ere.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that cross-correlated relaxation rates,
either between two dipolar or one dipolar and one CSA
FIG. 20. Graphical representation of the extracted dipole(NH) k11–
dipole(CH) k cross-correlated relaxation rates as a function of the backbone
angle c k as found after refinement with dipole–dipole and dipole–CSA relax-
tion rates. The dotted diamond gives the position of the only sparsely
opulated second conformation.
FIG. 21. Graphical representation of the extracted dipole(CaHa) k–
CSA(N) k11 cross-correlated relaxation rates as a function of the backbone
angle c k as found after refinement with dipole–dipole and dipole–CSA relax-
tion rates. The dotted diamond has the same meaning as in Fig. 20.
At
63MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSinteraction, can be used for the determination of the struc-
ture of a molecule by means of NMR. These new structural
restraints are independent of any Karplus-type calibration
and therefore are especially valuable for the conformational
analysis of molecules where such a calibration is difficult to
obtain. Furthermore, the effect of cross-correlated relax-
ation is not restrained to the analysis of local geometry, but
can be used for the determination of the relative orientation
between arbitrary directors within one molecule or between
two molecules, if a correlation between these two can be
established. Especially for, e.g., deuterated proteins or pro-
FIG. 22. Circle diagrams of the f- and c-angles of all 30 structures after r
gray are all restrained angles; shaded with darker gray are the three angles w
is restrained to a single value by additionally taking into account dipole–CSAtein complexes, we expect this parameter to become a useful
tool in the future.
APPENDIX 1
Hamilton Operators for the Dipole–Dipole and
the Chemical Shift Anisotropy Interaction
.1.1. Dipole–Dipole Interaction
The Hamiltonian describing the dipolar interaction between
wo spins can be written in the form (12, 13, 19, 35)
ement with dipole–dipole and dipole–CSA relaxation rates. Shaded with light






























Thereby, g k and g l denote the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei
and l, \ the Planck constant, and r the distance between the
wo nuclei. The angles u kl, f kl refer to the orientation of the
ector rkl with respect to the applied field. The exact expres-
sions for the second-rank tensor operators Aˆ kl(q)(Iˆ k, Iˆ l) and the
time-dependent modified spherical harmonics F kl(q)(u kl, f kl) are
iven in Table 1.
The second main relaxation mechanism is relaxation
hrough chemical shift anisotropy. The contribution to the
amiltonian due to CSA in the principal axis frame (PAS)
f nucleus k and in the laboratory frame (LF) can be written
s (12, 13, 19, 35)
Hˆ kCSA,PAS 5 gk O
i5x,y,z
Bisˆˆ iik Iˆ ik [A.2a]
Hˆ kCSA,LF 5 bk O
q521
1
F k~q!~uk, fk!Aˆ k~q!~Iˆk!, [A.2b]
with
bk 5 13 ~s i 2 s’!gkB0
for axially symmetric CSA tensors. The B i denote the compo-
ents of the applied field B 0 in the PAS. In the LF, in analogy
o Eq. [A.1], the CSA Hamiltonian can be separated into the
ime-dependent, orientational functions F k(q)(u k, f k) and the
ime-independent spin operator terms Aˆ k(q)(Iˆ k) (12, 13, 35). The
xpressions for the second-rank tensor operators Aˆ k(q)(Iˆ k) and
he time-dependent modified spherical harmonics F k(q)(u k, f k)
re again summarized in Table 1. The angles u k and f k are the
polar coordinates of the main axis of the axially symmetric
tensors in the laboratory frame.











1 1 ~vtc! 2
are independent of q.
For Eq. [A.2b], we assumed an axially symmetric tensor.
However, this is no restriction of generality since each asym-
metric CSA tensor can be decomposed into a superposition of
two axially symmetric tensors: The bilinear form of the CSA
contribution to the Hamilton operator in the PAS from Eq.
[A.2] can be—after diagonalization of the CSA tensor—rewrit-
ten as (35)
Hˆ kCSA,PAS 5 gk




3 gk~sxx 2 szz!
3 @2Iˆk, xBx 2 Iˆk,yBy 2 Iˆk,zBz# 1
1
3 gk~syy 2 szz!
3 @2Iˆk,yBy 2 Iˆk, xBx 2 Iˆk,zBz#. [A.3]
The first term in Eq. [A.3] describes the isotropic part of the
chemical shift, the second and third terms, the axially symmet-
ric anisotropic contributions. Equation [A.3] can be used for
the description of cross correlation between arbitrarily aniso-
tropic tensors since an asymmetric anisotropic tensor of rank 2
can be contracted from two axially symmetric tensors lying
along orthogonal axes. Using Table 1, si 2 s’ would be s xx 2
s zz with x as axis of reference due to the second term, and si 2
s’ would be s yy 2 s zz with y as axis of reference due to the
third term in Eq. [A.3]. For the special case of a symmetric
CSA tensor (s xx 5 s yy 5 s ’), one finds
Hˆ kCSA,PAS 5 gk@s iIˆk,zBz 1 s’~Iˆk, xBx 1 Iˆk,yBy!#
5 gkHs i 1 2s’3 BIˆk 1 s i 2 s’3
3 ~2Iˆk,zBz 2 Iˆk, xBx 2 Iˆk,yBy!J , [A.4]
with s i 2 s ’ 5 s zz 2 12 (s xx 1 s yy).
APPENDIX 2
Relaxation Superoperator and Spectral Density Functions
The relaxation superoperator in the Liouville–von Neumann
equation,
d
dt sˆ 5 2i@H
ˆ 0, sˆ~t!# 2 O
V,W






65MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONShas the general form
Gˆˆ VWsˆ 5 bVbW O
q
@Aˆ V~2q!, @Aˆ W~q!, sˆ## p j VWq ~vq!, [A.6]
here the indices V and W refer to the interactions that are the
ource for relaxation. The term j VWq (v q) denotes the spectral
density function and is obtained by evaluating the correlation
function of the spherical harmonics,
j VWq ~vq! 5 E
0
‘
dtF V~q!~t! F W~2q!~t 1 t!exp~2ivqt!. [A.7]
The bar indicates time average over t. In the autocorrelation
case (V 5 W), both interactions V and W are originating from
the same source of interaction, e.g., the same pair of nuclei.
In the cross-correlation case, the time-dependent spherical
harmonics refer to different kinds of tensorial interactions
(V Þ W).
The cross-correlation case only shall be considered in the
following. The theory for the description of intramolecular
dipolar interaction in coupled multispin systems has been de-
veloped some time ago (36–40). Formulae have been derived
for the three cases of isotropic, axially symmetric, and gener-
ally anisotropic reorientation which are given in the following.
A review on this topic is found in Ref. (40).
A.2.1. Spherical Top Molecules
The spectral density function for isotropic rotational diffu-
sion has been derived by Hubbard and Kuhlmann and Balde-
schweiler (36a, 37),
j VWq ~vq! 5
2
5 ~3 cos




2uV,W 2 1!F 2tc1 1 ~vqtc! 2G . [A.8]
D denotes the diffusion constant, with 1/tc 5 6D. V and W
enote the different interactions. u V,W describes the projection
angle between the principal axes of the two interactions V and
. If V denotes, e.g., a N–H and W a C–H dipolar interaction,
espectively, as indicated in Fig. 1, u is the included angle
between the two bond vectors N–H and C–H.
A.2.2. Asymmetric Top Molecules
The spectral density function for the asymmetric top as-
sumes the form (36c, 38, 40)j VWq ~vq! 5
1
10 p $12 cos uVcos uWsin uVsin uWsin fVsin fW
3
b1
b 12 1 v q2
1 12 cos uVcos uWsin uVsin uW
3 cos fVcos fW
b2
b 22 1 v q2
1 3 sin2uV
3 sin2uWsin 2fVsin 2fW
b3
b 32 1 v q2
1 F3 cos2S z2D sin2uVsin2uWcos 2fVcos 2fW
1 sin2S z2D ~3 cos2uV 2 1!~3 cos2uW 2 1!
1 ˛3 cosS z2D sinS z2D
3 ~~3 cos2uV 2 1!sin2uWcos 2fW
1 ~3 cos2uW 2 1!sin2uVcos 2fV!
b4
b 42 1 v q2
1 F3 sin2S z2D sin2uVsin2uWcos 2fVcos 2fW
1 cos2S z2D ~3 cos2uV 2 1!~3 cos2uW 2 1!
2 ˛3 cosS z2D sinS z2D ~~3 cos2uV 2 1!
3 sin2uWcos 2fW
1 ~3 cos2uW 2 1!sin2uVcos 2fV!
b5
b 52 1 v q2 J ,
[A.9]
here the notation of Woessner (41) has been used:
D 5 13 ~Dxx 1 Dyy 1 Dzz!
L 2 5 13 ~DxxDyy 1 DxxDzz 1 DyyDzz!
tan z 5 ˛3 F Dxx 2 Dyy2Dzz 2 Dxx 2 DyyG
b1 5 4Dxx 1 Dyy 1 Dzz
b2 5 Dxx 1 4Dyy 1 Dzz


























66 REIF ET AL.b4 5 6D 1 6 ˛D 2 2 L 2
b5 5 6D 2 6 ˛D 2 2 L 2. [A.10]
A.2.3. Axially Symmetric Top Molecules
For the case that D xx 5 D yy 5 D ’, Eq. [A.9] can be
simplified yielding the spectral density function of the sym-
metric top rotator (D zz 5 D i) (36b, 42).
j VWq ~vq! 5 120 $~3 cos2uV 2 1!~3 cos2uW 2 1! J VWq,0
1 12 cos uVcos uWsin uVsin uW
3 cos~fV 2 fW! J VWq,1
1 3 sin2uVsin2uWcos~2fV 2 2fW! J VWq,2 %,
[A.11]




1 1 ~vqtc,m! 2
, [A.12]
ave been used. The correlation times tc,m can be rewritten as
diffusion constants D i and D ’ according to
1/tc,m 5 6D’ 1 m 2~D i 2 D’!. [A.13]
.2.4. Inclusion of Internal Motion
Internal motion can be incorporated into the spectral density
ither by the Lipari and Szabo (43) approach or by explicit
alculation of the motion from, e.g., motional models of mo-
ecular dynamics trajectories. In Eq. [A.7], the spectral densi-
ies are Fourier transformations of the motion of the molecule
ith respect to the external magnetic field. This equation
ssumed that internal motion is absent. Rewriting the spectral
ensities as a convolution (3) of a Fourier transformation of
he global motion and the Fourier transformation of the local
otion, we find for the first term j V,Wq (v q) in Eq. [A.11] for
axially symmetric diffusion:
j VWq,local motion~vq! 5 15 FT
3 $P2@cos uV~t!#P2@cos uW~t 1 t!# 3 J VWq,0 %uvq 1 · · ·
[A.14]
The Fourier transformation concerns t; the average is taken
ith respect to t. P 2[cos u] denotes the Legendre polynomials
3 cos2u 2 1)/2. If we assume the internal motion to be
ncorrelated and fast with respect to the global motion, Eq.A.14] can be directly used to compare field-dependent exper-
mental relaxation rates with predicted rates and for the anal-
sis of molecular dynamics trajectories or for the analysis of
odels.
Application of the Lipari and Szabo approach assumes in
ddition an exponential decay of the correlation function with
he characteristic rate t i from time 0 to the time t according to
P2@cos uV~t!#P2@cos uW~t 1 t!#
5 expS2 tt iD $P2@cos uV~t!#P2@cos uW~t!#
2 P2@cos uV~t!#P2@cos uW~t 1 ‘!#%
1 P2@cos uV~t!#P2@cos uW~t 1 ‘!#
5 HexpS2 tt iD @1 2 ~S VWq,0 ! 2# 1 ~S VWq,0 ! 2J
3 P2@cos uV~t!#P2@cos uW~t!#, [A.15]
here (S VWq,0) 2 is the order parameter for the respective interac-
ion and t i corresponds to the internal correlation time (44, 45).
APPENDIX 3
Transformation Properties of Relaxation Superoperators
under p-pulses
The transformation of the relaxation operators under
p-pulses is described in Eq. [31]. There is, however, one
exception to this rule for the operators of Table 1. A selective





8 Iˆ k6Iˆ l6 5 =38 Iˆ k7Iˆ l6. Conversely, Pˆˆ k, x=38 Iˆ k7Iˆ l6 5 =38
Iˆ k6Iˆ l6. Thus these operators are not transformed into themselves
or their hermitian conjugate. For example, we find for a relax-
ation superoperator,
Gˆˆ Pˆˆ k, xsˆ 5 bklbkn j ~0!~0!@2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ l1!,
@2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ n2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ n1!, Pˆ
ˆ
k, xsˆ##
5 bklbknj ~0!~0!Pˆˆ k, x@2 14 ~Iˆ k2Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k1Iˆ l1!,




pplication to the NOESY experiment with a selective inver-
















67MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES BETWEEN TENSORIAL INTERACTIONSGˆˆ Pˆˆ k, xIˆkz 5 bklbkl j ~0!~0!@2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ l1!,
@2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ l1!, Pˆ
ˆ
k, xIˆkz##
5 bklbklj ~0!~0!Pˆˆ k, x@2 14 ~Iˆ k2Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k1Iˆ l1!,




he double commutator yields
Gˆˆ Iˆkz 5 bklbkl j ~0!~0!@2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ l1!,
@2 14 ~Iˆ k1Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k2Iˆ l1!, Iˆkz##
5 bklbkl j ~0!~0!~Iˆkz 2 Iˆlz! [A.18]
nd
Gˆˆ 9Iˆkz 5 bklbkl j ~0!~0!@2 14 ~Iˆ k2Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k1Iˆ l1!,
@2 14 ~Iˆ k2Iˆ l2 1 Iˆ k1Iˆ l1!, Iˆkz##
5 bklbkl j ~0!~0!~Iˆkz 1 Iˆlz!.
Thus we arrive at the well-known fact that the autocorrelated
longitudinal eigenrelaxation of Iˆ kz is not refocused by an Iˆ k-
elective inversion pulse whereas cross relaxation Iˆ kz 3 Iˆ lz is
uppressed (Fig. 23) (46).
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